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ABSTRACT
This paper was conceived as a sketchbook to high-
light the positive qualities of nineteenth century row-
house site design. It was inspired by a sense that
inspite of the functional shortcomings created by 100
years of changing use, the "Brownstone" neighborhoods
of U.S. cities are better dense urban residential
sites than their 20th century counterparts. These mine-
teenth century neighborhoods possess a civic stature
and functional robustness uncommon in modern developments.
In cities swamped by cars, overshadowed by skyscrapers
and repopulated by diverse waves of immigrants many of
these neighborhoods continue as vital urban spaces.
This paper explores the physical qualities of one of
these areas, Boston's South End. It attempts to record
a set of physical impressions, synthesize these into a
reformulated block prototype, and use that prototype to
criticize contemporary interventions. These exercises
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in analysis, reformulation and criticism are conceived
with a common aim; they are steps in a process which
seeks to define the source of the South End's appeal.
The paper concludes that this appeal does not stem pri-
marily from the landmark qualities of the.area's archi-
tectural detailing, a source often identified by histor-
ians. Instead the clear distinctions drawn between pri-
vacy areas and the manner in which architectural elements
are used to highlight those distinctions are identified
as origins of the neighborhood's attraction. Sections
devoted to analysis, reformulation and criticism are
preceded by a methodological preface and followed by a
synopsis.
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AN ESSAY
PREFACE
A TRADITIONAL APPROACH
PREFACE
AN APPROACH
In the broadest terms, what I propose to create is
a site planning guide for moderate density housing. For
such a task there are many jumping off points. One may
create an activity model; potential residents are pro-
jected, their needs researched and sets of specifications
are written. One may adopt a vision of a social utopia;
a utopian lifestyle is defined and buildings projected
to reinforce it. OJe may project a formal utopia, can-
ons of proportions and beauty are defined and guides are
set forth for their use. Or one may choose a model to
reproduce; a pre-existing neighborhood is chosen and a
system devised to emulate it. This latter alternative
will be my approach.
Though it is motivated by intuitions, the approach
I have chosen is by method inductive. Instead of specu-
lating about ideal urban spaces and hypothesizing space
characteristics I have catalogued the range of spaces I
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have found in t-he South End and recorded their character-
istics. I have tried to avoid losi-ng sight of architec-
ture as it is in favor of a vision of architecture as it
should be. My goal-has been to abstract from one speci-
fic example sets of-generalizations which will have
applicability to many other design problems. I have
been especially interested in establishing which spaces
are most important in establishing a neighborhood char-
acter, which space qualities are important in defining
particular spaces and how the elements of architectural
vocabulary are used t~o create space qualities and neigh-
borhood character.
The approach is thus objective in the sense that it
maintains a close connection with pre-existing architec-
tural artifacts. However, the approach is also intensely
subjective and idiosyncratic. While guidelines are used
to define the range of models eligible for emulation,
the choice of a specific model within that range is per-
sonal. Techniques of -notation and description though
not original are a personal blend. What results is a
personal notebook that describes residential potentials
to be found in.Boston's South End, probes their sources
and attempts to apply the lessons learned to modern
problems. -In the -process, the promises and limitations
of a tradition conscious approach to design are examined.
LIMITATIONS AND PROMISES
A preliminary examination of the inductive method
proposed exposes limitations; its emphasis on pre-
existing models ignores the possibility of- a wholly
original synthesis and its case study approach deprives
it of generality. The separation of form specific char-
acteristics, those which stem from an abstract configur-
ation, from context specific characteristics, those
created by a unique urban history or a unique physical
or functional format, is speculative without an examin-
ation of similar forms in varying historical contexts
and urban formats. Hypotheses may be proposed to separ-
ate those variables , but not proven. The approach can-
not be used as a basis for general theories about urban
settlements. Instead, it is a way for an individual
designer skeptical of the staggering advances projected
by urban revolutionaries to learn from specific prece-
dents and prepare to make adaptive changes in an evolv-
ing tradition.' It demands a suppression of free wheel-
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ing speculative creativity in favor of careful analysis
and cautious adaptation.
Yet, this reliance on evolution has advantages.
It uses a' fully developed, complex urban form as a model.
and hesitates to- dismember it. In contrast, a system
which creates an original synthesis from a codification
of principles is likely to ignore those complexities
that are least subject to systemization. The result
of this second process is a logical, but artificial world
in which what is specified for solution is solved, but
what is hard to specify is ignored. Reliance on a pre-
existing form as a guide, on the other hand, forces the
designer to confront the complex and illogical." In the
artifacts of urban use -the designer finds a more com-7:
plate if less coherent view of how people live. When a
designer has this natural synthesis of people and envi-
ronment always in view the excesses of analysis are con-
trolled. Change is cautious.
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In a tradition, innovation is less important than
thoroughness; one copies to learn the range of issues
that must be addressed and the development their solute
tion demands. The nature of a specific vocabulary is
less important than.'the role it plays in a total compo-
sition. It is because vocabulary is trivial that it
may often be taken directly from what is old. In that
.sense, the approach is aformal; it is concerned with
- the definition of both the scope and the focus of the
design process.. What is self conscious about this pro-
cess is its sense of its own limitations. The art at
base is not one of formal manipulation or organization,
but one of analysis. The art is to recognize what is
understood and what the limits of understanding are.
Understanding is gained by a constant process of anal-
ysis, reformulation, criticism and recycling. Each
reformulation is compared to its predecessors, new first
principles are devised and used to create a new reform-
ulation. In the process, design problems are solved
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and their solutions imbedded in new artifact. The novice
designer who enters the process as a copyist has the
advances of his predecessors behind him. The tradition
provides a sense of Coherence while new programmatic
issues are raised and old isues re-examined. The young
designer must -read well the work of his predecessors
and choose for- himself a focus for his own concerns.
What is projected then is an imperfect system for
the use of the imperfect. It is founded on the assump-
tion that successful urban space is complex and at least
seems illogical. It proposes a strategy whereby a de-
signer with a partial or simplistic understanding can
create the complex spaces demanded of him' by immersion
in a tradition. It suggests the use of traditional
models to provide coherence while new programmatic is-
sues are faced, and sub-problems are defined and solved.
It recognizes that within this sub-analysis the tradi-
tion will progress. Since the whole will always be
greater than the sum of the parts the definition of sub-
problems for analytical focus will invariably lead to a
distortion of the original example. It is this mutation
in the process of replication that creates progress.
CRITICAL DERIVATION
Eliot, T.S., Selected
Esae. 1917-9TT,
New York, 1932, p.5
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T. S. Eliot in two essays on tradition in litera-
ture definee a similar system of progression . He em-
phasizes the importance of historical sense to the crea-
tive artist in helping him depersonalize his art. -He
hypothesizes an art constrained by its medium in which
the artist is simply an- intermediary and in which the
artifacts themselves pose the problems of the next gen-
eration. le counsels the poet that "He must be quite
aware of the obvious fact that art never improves, but
that the material of art is never quite the same."
Herein lies the dynamic in Eliot's system. He writes
"to conform merely would be for the new work not really
to conform at all..
Vincent Scully in The Shingle Style Today describes
a process of emulation, focus and swerving in one 19th
century domestic tradition. He borrows his model from
Harold Bloom who used it to describe the creative pro-
cess in English lyric poetry. Bloom.like Eliot recog-
Scully, Vincent, The Shin-
le Style Tdat, New York,
- ,7 9 o2. o
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nizes the capital importance of tradition in defining
the -range of artistic endeavor. It is ,in the creative
act of imitation that invention occurs. Scully's archi-
tects cho6sea tradition as a way to begin. They choose
a set of forms which characterize their tradition and
focus on them. They analyse these old forms in the con-
text of a "dwindling" domestic program and create a
reinterpretation. The reinterpretation becomes a new
source in the ever expanding tradition.
Scully writes, "new architects wrestle with their
precursors in order to find a way to begin and room to
operate for themselves." The tradition to the young
architect is an explanation of the medium. It defines
the bounds of concern and a set of conventional solu'
tions. Analysis may lead the young designer to redefine
boundaries and propose new solutions, but if he is scrup
ulous he will do so only 'when program and tradition
,demands. Aichitedture has no room for the confessional
a-rtist. In that sense Eliot's dynamic.of artistic de-
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personalization is particularly well suited to architects.
The architect's art is not one of personal expression,
but rather one that involves the analysis and redefini-
tion of the building tradition in response to changigg-
programs and materials.
PROCESS DEFINED
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The sketchbook I propose seeks to mirror this pro-
cess of progression within a tradition. It will concern
itself with the choice of a tradition, the choice of
sub-forms to characterize it and the choice of foci for
analysis and reinterpretation. This reinterpretation
will then be used as a point of departure for the criti-
cism of contemporary work related to the tradition.
The reinterpretation is in fact a critical bridge between
analysis and criticism. By means of that step the charted
conclusions from analysis are tested by resynthesis in
the process of design. The model in this sense is kept
intact.. The falasies of analysis are subject to trial
by projected use, before they are used to criticise
other designs .. Conclusions are both re-examined and
summarized, further developed and distilled. Compari-
sons are made between one design and another, not between
a design and a set of principles.
The method I propose is a designer's tool. It is
skeptical about abstractions which dismember an environ-
ment. It demands that all insights be quickly reimbed-
ded in a new design. It is concerned with synthesis.
It is not fool proof. It is at best a cautious way of
organizing the examination of an architectural artifact
which emphasizes resynthesis. It is at worst a wpy of
shadow boxing; a way for a young designer to spar with
his predecessors without inflicting his initial mis-
takes on his clients.
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CHOOSING A MODEL
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The choice of a tradition for elulation is primarily
a personal matter. 'Taste and personal background as well
as the availability of examples will be major determin-
-ants. However, these subjective criteria are not suffi-
cient. A designer concerned with using his studies in
his own owork must choose a model which is in some way
adaptable to modern needs and applicable to more than
one site. The extent of reformulation or reinterpreta-
tion that a model will have to undergo will vary. How-
ever, it is important that the choice of a model be con-
ditioned not only by its appeal to a personal vision,
but also tempered by a questioning of its usefulness.
My choice of Boston's South End as a model was
based primarily on its availability as a representative
of an American row house tradition. The success of
that tradition in creating attractive urban streets and
residential environments easily adaptable to differing
populations and dif-fering commercial and residential
mixes sparked my curiosity. The ease with which it
yielded to venacular design by residents and contractors
tswell as to professional design by architects was
another attraction.- My goal was to find a way of adapt-
ing this urbane yet accessible system for use in modern
urban contexts. My interest was in the design of resi-
dential sites: a part of design found wanting by resiT
dents in many modern residential developments.
Boston's South End is a potentially useful example
from which a contemporary design may be synthesized.
It is not a utopia. Some of its spaces are underused.
Backyards while regularly fenced are often neglected.
Many areas designed for commercial use no longer support
that activity. Access to the city's subway system is
poor. However, despite these shortcomings the South End
contains the kernels of a successful urban space. It
offers a well controlled system of service and transpor-
tation: consistent with modern demands. It offers a
clear strategy of resident claim on open space and an
ample filtering' system between -conflicting activities.
The following pages will attempt to describe how these
systems of service, open space and filtering work and
how they:are related to the area's form and architectural
character.
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
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The South End is a collection of residential cells
strung between its borders and its three intra-urban
through streets. The cells-which are focused on quiet
side streets carry little through traffic; they are the
neighborhood's basic residential units. Public functions
whether commercial, religious or civic are typically
accomodated on the first two flgqors of the buildings
which line the through streets. Public and residential
spaces are differentiated by scale and articulation as
well as location. Through streets carry more traffic
and larger vehicles than side streets and display cor-
responding larger architectural elements in their signs
and store fronts. The first determinant of South End
form is thus a clear contrast between public and private
space; a contrast which is reinforced by the area's arch-
itectural detailing as well as its circulation systems.
Within the area's residential blocks, a strong
structural organization is evident, a system which re-
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peats itself in other parts of the neighborhood in spite
of ~differing privacy contexts. This system consists of
a central circulation lane bordered by loading and park-
ing areas which bisects an open space whose boundaries
are formed by the highly articulated edges of neighbor-
ing houses. An analogous secondary space exists behind
the houses in which the alley and its concomitant ser-
L vices spaces bisect a-shrunken open space tbordered by
LI an expanded edge of backyard fendes. This system of
circulation, open space and edges can in fact be expanded
to describe the neighborhood's through streets where the
speed and magnitude of traffic prohibit an easy overlap
between circulation and open space. In this case,. open
space activities retreat to the sidewalks which border
a public edge.
Thus three structures (circulation, open space and
edges) in varying, but comparable relationships are cap-
able of organizing most South End spaces. However, these
structures exist in three privacy contexts; circulation,
open space and edges combine in one manner to form a
public through street, )in another to form a private
block and yet another to create that block's service
spaces. The nature of these privacy contexts ad deter-
mined by their public accessibility thus becomes as im-
portant a form determinant as the nature of the three
primary structures. Public through spaces accessible
to. strangers ion an equal basis with adjoining residents
require different inflections of the basic circulation,
open space and edge schematic than do block private
spaces where residents have a preferential clzlm to
street space and service areas which are exclusively
controlled by adjoining residents.
THREE STEP PROCESS
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The nature of these inflections, the system by which
similar structures are inter-related and articulated to
establish a privacy realm may therefore become a third
focus of analytical concern. From.an initial perception
of contrast between public and private zones a three
step analysis has arisen. A skeletal framework has been
identified for the neighborhood: a circulation spine
with loading parking and sidewalks, bordered by house
edges and overlaid with open space functions. A set of
three privacy personalities has been defined: through
spaces of general accessibility, block spaces of resi-
dent preference and block service spaces of resident
control. The need to enumerate a set of space features
and describe how these features inflectaskeletonto create
a space with privacy personality, has been recognized
TRANSITIONS 
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The model of the.South End proposed so far consists
of one skeletal framework domprised of three parts and
shaped into three distinct zones of spatial personality
by- space features. What is lacking is a way to account
for and study transitions between these zones. So far,
an abrupt demarcation of privacy zones has been assumed.
Given this assumption, someone traversing a privacy
boundary would experience a striking change of space
quality. A stranger leaving a public zone would sense
that a threshold had been past, but would have received
no warning nor had had time to make suitable prepara-
tions for entry. Such abrupt transitions.are not con-
sistent with human behavior. We are creatures who
change shoes upon entry, who prepare public faces and
who thus demand transition spaces.In the act of entry
we need time and space for reactions as well as warnings;
in the simplest sense we need an exit sign and a slow-
down ramp.
A second look at the South End bear-s out this de-
duction. At the corners where through streets intersect
residential blocks a space of transition exists. Block
features and through street features are juxtaposed with
unique transitional.forms to create a space for entry.
There are signs that warn of impending changes and spaces
for decision and preparation are suggested. This link-
age creates a space of particular character. Its skel-
eton is formed by the circulation paths which intersect.
It personality is formed by the relationship between
the privacy zones it connects.
A similar space exists where service and block
street zones intersect. Alleys perpendicular to block
streets open into a transitional space at the ends of
service zones. This space, distinguishable in character
from both the block street and the central service zone
area, creates an entry forecourt. Within this zone of
tolerance a stranger may decide whether or not to
intrude.
Whether these transitions were created consciously
as I have suggested above or whether they came about as
a natural result of formal requirements is unimportant.
What is important is the critical role they play in
maintaining a set of bold privacy distinctions. Even
where entry is an automatic process, corners are turned
and thresholds crossed unconsciously, these transitions
have a latent significance. They remind the pedestrian
or driver of challenges not made. Transitions accent
changes in neighborhood texture.
FEATURE ANALYSIS
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Eleven major elements have been identified; three
basic skeletal structures in three privacy contexts and
two transitional spaces. The charts on the following
pages report the results of a space feature analysis in
which qualities were chosen to describe each skeletal
form and their inflections noted in each privacy context.
Transitional spaces were analysed in a similar manner.
Basic features were chosen for each skeletal struo-
ture and for transitions with Kevin Lynch's Image of
The City as a reference. These features and the struc-
tures themselves are defined on the charts which follow.
Analogies were assumed between Lynch's paths, nodes and
edges and 'the South End's circulation, transitions and
edges. Modifications were made and features added or
deleted as experience with these smaller scale urban
forms dictated. An original set o-f features were pro-
posed for open spaces. None of these feature-s, whether
borrowed from Lynch or newly conceived are presumed to
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be essential atoms of environmental structbre. The fea-
tures as enumerated and defined are merely convenient
foci for description. They facilitated the analysis
of the charted blocks, structured comparisons with less
formally analysed blocks and helped in the formulation
of the space feature relationships hypothesized.
DATA CHARTS
DEFINITIONS
CIRCULATION- A linear structure along which people
or vehicles move and from which other elements are
observed.
EDGE- A linear structure which has no circulation
Ti7intion, a dividing line between two phases.
OPEN SPACE- An outdoor area available for recreation-
al actTiies and lounging but not linked to an edge.
TRANSITION- A nodal structure defined by a meeting
of paths which controls passage between two phases.
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1. Circulation
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Analysis suggests that circulation is most striking-
ly differentiated at each privacy level by its channeli-
zation, its volume,its periodicity and its destination.
Public ways carry large volumes of traffic at closely
spaced intervals towards city-wide destinations. The
traffic is thus fast moving and channelized and prohibits
the use of the street as open space.
Block circulation, in contrasts, is of restricted
volume, is widely spaced and seldom throu'gh oriented.
The vehicular traffic thus may be forced to slow down
and swerve to avoid temporary obstacles. The street
space in this case may be used for play, double parking
and loading.
Even more, intermittent is service traffic. It
never has a through orientation, it may be non-existent
for hours and may be easily diverted. Circulation spaces
in the service zone should be used for many other activities.
2. Edges 53
Edges seem to be most regularly organized on the
block residential level. Regular patterns of penetra-
tions, decorations and articulations are repeated at
regular intervals. This block space is primarily a
place for community rhetoric. With plantings and decor-
ations residents make modest individual claims against
a civic backdrop of community organized pattern.
Civic continuity is evident in plan and in section,
against the sky and along the ground. Ridularly swel-
ling bays and capping cornices organize individual houses
into coherent block units.Against the sky community pat-
tern is dominant. Al6ng the ground, regularly spaced en-
tries and uniform patterns of railings, steps and plant-
ings create a controlled and unifying context in which
individual variations may be accomodated. Both systems
of roof details and ground elements are successful large-
ly because of this capacity for accomodation. When
building heights change at an alley a mansard may be
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added or subtracted and a common cornice used to main-
tain.continuity. The mansards themselves are adaptive.
When multi-family occupancy demands private open spaces
in the roof the mansard may be cut back for a balcony.
The cornice again preserves continuity. The alternat-
ing dormers on unmodified roofs blend with and seem to
suggest the dormer balcony alternation in the modified
houses. Dormers in fact like cornices may be used as
primary elements in the creation of a coherent, but
loose pattern of community organization. Both owe their
success to their ability to accomodate individual vari-
ations, without sacrificing their character.
Entrances are another example of accomodation with-
in a strict pattern. Penetrations are regularly spaced
singularly at 25' intervals or in pairs at 50' intervals.
Planting and railing patterns similar in fnate to the
6' to 8' entries combine to form a regular 8' to 12'
set of articulations along the sidewalk. With this reg-
ular rhythm as background singular or paired entries
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may be mixed and the -regularity of penetrations occasion-
ally broken. Entries themselves while all preserving
in some form a pattern of door framing, entrance cano-
pies and set backs may be individually varied.
Set backs ..may be achieved by steps, entries inset
into buildings, protruding plantings or combinations of
stratep1Jesa Entrance canopies may be formed by insets
or protruding overhangs. Door framing may be achieved
by insets and heavy lintels, rustication or surrounding
bays. Typically one set of these strategies is adopted
for each block or larger part of a block. A coherence
in strategy identifies the block as an individual cell.
Changes in strategy along a block may. be used to empha-
size differences in parts of blocks: the central block
may be distinguished from the ends, the west side from
the east.
The nature of details may be cheap or classy. So-
phisticated modern interpretations and cheap prefab alum-
inum canopies are found. Fire escapes at times accent
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an elegant stone door frame at others reinforce the mes-
sage of an already klunky, clumsy, box canopy. As long
as these cheap details do not violate the accepted com-
munity pattern they are of trivial importance to the
character of the area. What is more important than the
exact form of a detail is the role it plays. Ample set
backs created by chain link fences, sheltered entries
created by aluminum canopies, wooden steps substituted
for stone or paint for rustication are not problems.
Neither are mixtures of steps and plantings, canopies
and insets problematic. Serious deficiencies are noted
when a set back is lacking, doors are not well marked
or covered, and space is lacking for resident display.
In some cases a secondary system of entries exists
below front steps. These entries originally for service
and now often used for separate access to lower apart-
ments have a different, but similarly structured pattern.
Since they are subservient to the stepped entries they
are less well marked. And only occasionally covered.
They are usually marked by a newel post, occasiofially 57
controlled by a gate, always placed close to the house
and occasionally -set off by a level change. If they
are distinguished by a change in level, they ,'are also
more likely to have an individual space for resident'
display.
Similar to the catalog of variations for these sec-
ondary entries, a series .of options exist for individuals
within the primary entry system. Residents may choose
various levels of privacy and various degrees of individ-
uality. Windows near doors may be grated or not. Paths
may be gaV-ed or not.. Doors may be double or single, with
or without grates. RA.ilings and planting buffers may
be used individually or incombination. Fences may be
high or low, gated or open, locked or unlocked, gothic
or chain link. Gardens may be on grade, raised or de-
pressed. While limiting physical access in varying de-
grees all block residential edges seem to preserve visual
accessibility. All edge spaces are candidates for decor-
ENTRY VARIATIONS
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ation.
The ancient Romans at Pompei used stone dogs as
front door markers. These creatures though of little
effectiveness compared to their flesh and blood brothers,
acted as warnings to intruders and greetings to guests.
Without the bother of real dogs, their barking or biting,
the Romans purchased from masons these entry markers
which signalled both surveillance and.welcome. Stoops
and planting areas along house edges in the South End
provide opportunities for sitailar inanimate symbols.
Ornate munchkin chairs, and sometimes tables and-love
seats while perhaps occasionally used for sitting- are
primarily markers of habitation..These. decorative chairs
and ivy-covered s'ettings (which are little more cobTfort-
able for sitting than a Roman's stone dog) speak of
people seated inside. SomA watch in solitude. Others
entertain guests. Flower pots and bird baths speak sim-
ilarly. Like stone dogs or ornamental chairs they speak
a latent message of welcoming nurture or protective watch-
fulness. The residential edge is an important place
for such symbols.
Similar symbols speak a more direct language of
access control. Window grates discourage approach.
Rustication distinguishes the lower community zone from
the upper private zone. Articulations on stair rails
divide stoops into a public lower zone, a middle ground
and more private upper zone. Such details exert no dir-
ect control over behavior, but are instead symbols of
potential restriction , and potential control. They
imply that one should sit there and not here. They
combine with more general signs of habitation to announce
control over certain edge spaces.
The public edge uses more blatant signs. The lang-
uage spoken on this street is one of individual initia-
tive. Residential fronts are covered by individual
storefronts a for advertising and displif. Individuals
compete for the attention of the public. Only the upper
stories retain the restrained community controiled pat-
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terns of fenestration, cornices and stoops present
along the residential block.
Entry control is also more blatant. Large plain
metal screens or bars protect windows that can be ap-
proached. Cages or fences plainly bar entry. C.anopies
stretch out over the side walk. What is missing here
is a decorative zone, a zone which softens the impact
of controls and allows for individual claim. Lines of
control are drawn sharply; barriers are always approach-
able. In the residential zone barries are moderated by
symbols of claim, habitation and at times welcome.
Such modifiers are uncommon on the public edge, they do
not control its character.
At its best the public edge is an opportunity .for
unique public display, a locksmith's key, a cobbler's
boot. Or, it is a place for small hang outs, a place
to have a coke in front of the corner store and gossip
with neighborhood kids. At worse the public is .a ser-
ies of bars and cages, Signals that talk of abrupt-
interchanges be they robberies or sales.
The service edge has a different abruptness. Common
alleys are abruptly separated from private zones by high,
visually impenetrable fences. Alleys are typically bar-
ren dirty places reserved for garbage men and dogs.
Behind the fences yards are repositories of hidden trea-
sures. Gurgling pools transport residents into gardens
of personal fantasy. Tools, hoses and basketball hoops
are housed along with other personal necessities. The
back edge is a place for hidden fantasier, necessities
and unorthodox display.
It is a space of little pattern. While occasionally
bay windows may line up along the edge to create a pro-
gression like that of swell fronts on the residential
street the more typical pattern is one of individuality.
One resident builds a pyramidal bay, next to his neigh-
bor's Victorian bay which is overshadowed by a high
wooden deck, which adjoins an arched brick bay with fire
escape above. A sculptured garden may intrude upon a
patterned facade. The emphasis is on imagination and
necessity, not coherence.
Edge claim however is established in four rather
succinctily'definable ways by fencing, by building, by
surface treatmn.t ' and by equipment deposit. Fencing
is almost univetsal, it provides the screening needed
for private ground claim. Building may be minor or
major. Bay windows or elevated.decks may be created or
major extensions built to expand internal living space.
Suffaces may be claimed by planting, paving, decking
and display. Chairs and tables, however, in this con4
text are radically different than the munchkin chairs
along the street edge. These chairs are meant to be
sat in; they are only secondarily for display. Much
like equipment in the forms of trucks, slides and swings
they are for use, first and only secondarily announce to
the nosey that this place is taken.
The back service edge is thus a loosely organized
zone where residents make strong individual claims on
3. Open Spaces
spaces not designed for public exhibition. Uses are
provided for and fantasies played out which would be
unacceptable on the street. Against a background of
undifferentiated windows, a neutral community backdrop,
open spaces are fenced in and decks, fire escapes, gar-
dens, pools, trucks, play equipment and bay windows are
added as wanted or needed.
Public open spaces tend to be function specific
and closely tied to their adjoining edges. They are
restricted to designated areas by heavy circulation de-
mands. They are hard surfaced for wear and occasionally
tree-clad- for marking or massing purposes. They are
small places to pause within a stream of circulation.
Block oriented spaces are of more considerable size
and share utilitarian and rhetorical functions. These
open spaces in addition to providing light, air and sep-
aration for both sides of the street are places for
lounging and play. They often include large parts of
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the circulation street. However, they are also announce-
ments of community solidarity. Like the fenced in medi-
ans at Union Park or Rutland Square they may be useless
symbols of civic unity ot may preferably combine their
utilitarian and symbolic roles. Much as the block edge
speaks of individuals working separately against a back-
drop of civil organization, the block open space speaks
of common civic action.
Blocks form enclosed well bounded open spaces which
give little hint of their thru potential. Cars may be
counted upon to swerve around obvious obstacles be they
stopped cars, plantings or groups of kids. Edges and
the cars parked along them create a series of scale ref-
erences. Confining cornices, rows of bays and over-
hanging trees reitiforce a sense of enclosure. Cars,
fences and walls provide places to sit and lean and pock-
ets of protection for individuals and small groups. The
space is thus both a unified enclosure which speaks of
block solidarity and a series of articulated zones for
individual and group claim. It may be completed by a
rhetorical flourish such as Concord Square's fountain
and pool.
While service zone open spaces also require common
action for their creation and maintenance they are less
rhetorical because they are less obvious to the stranger.
They are more casually organized spaces, dotted with
trees and the individual or communal projects of their
adjoining residents.
Such spaces are not common in the South End. One
such space on West Newton Street is set well back from
the street. It is screened from the street by 30 feet
of planting and enterable oftly by a gate off the rear
service alley. The entrance is thus over 100 feet from
the sidewalk. It is an inward directed space with a
strong external border constructed and controlled by
neighbors for the use of their children. Only its street
edge is prepared for conscious public display. Its in-
terior edges are simply fenced. One edge is created by
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the blank wall of the adjoining house. Its surface
like those of the alleys which border it is dirt. It
occupies one of the cells created by the junction of
transverse and longitudinal alleys. The other is occu-
pied by parking.
No other service spaces in the South End are so
well developed as common open spaces, even though space
is available for such development. Other similar spaces
are more-harshly separated from the street by narrow
alleys. However the decision to screen the West Newton
playground from the street suggests that this difference
is not critical. Instead, two open lots and~concerned
neighbors seem to be the differences that resulted in
exploitation of this generally neglected block potential.
What is suggested by the development of this slightly
larger, slightly more accessible space on West Newtonr
street is that slightly smaller, but more private spaces
on other street may deserve similar treatment. The West
Newton playground suggests the existence of an unexploited
neighborhood resource.
4. Transitions
The public-block link or portal is distinguished
from its- analogous block-service link by its use of -sign-
age. Portals present the driver or pedestrian with signs
of warning and a length of path within which to make a
decision. The more private backends rely on a series of
increasingly private outdoor rooms to signal transitions
and leave space for decisions. Portals are exterior
oriented spaces directed towards landmarks in the public
realm and visual barriers and enclosures in the privatd.
They are scaled for both autos and pedestrians. The back-
end in contrast is a self contained series of unique
spatial enclosures effective at low speeds. It-exchanges
signs and extended paths for a series of gradated encl-o-
sures.
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A NEW DESIGN
A complete set of summarized conclusions are listed
in a set of four charts at the end of this section. Yet,
such an analytical reporting falls short of capturing..
the complexity of a synthesized whole.- The following
section will attempt to surmount these limitations by
presenting in grpphic form an idealized design for a
prototypical block. This reformulation will attempt to
incorporate the space feature privacy relations noted
above into a new schematic design. This design will
attempt to reinterpret in the context of a few modern
programming requirements the South End's formal skeleton
and privacy personalities.
SUMMARY CHARTS
DEFINITIONS
CIRCULATION- A linear structure along which people
or vehicles move and from which other elements are
observed.
EDGE- A linear structure which has no circulation
funetion, a dividing line between two phases.
OPEN .SPACE- An outdoor area available for recreation-
al activities and lounging but not linked to an edge.
TRANSITION- A nodal structure defined by a meeting
of paths which controls passage between two phases.
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NEW SCHEMATIC
The results of the space quality analysis suggests
a new schematic which may summarize the general. charac-
teristics of the South End's block cell. The schematic
was generated with the dual aim of briefly summarizing
lessons learned by the space quality analysis and begin-
ning the design of a reinterpreted block prototype. This
new schematic maintains the standard system of open
space penetrated by circulation bounded by edges and
controlled by linkages while taking note of the differ-
ences in these formal elements in varying privacy con-
texts. Public, block and service edges are differentia-
ted. The enclosure 4uhXties of the linkage spaces where
alleys intersect and yyards join block streets are empha-
sized and contrasted with the sign-dependent form of the
block-public street junction.
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BLOCK SCHEMATIC .
FOCI FOR ADAPTATION
The work of reformulation is focused on four prob-
lems in addition to those posed by a simple reinterpre-
tation of the analytical data presented- in the previous
section. It attempts to strengthen the transitional
portals and back ends. It attempts to ,formulate a more
coherent common open space strategy for the back ends,
center streets and central yards. It attempts to better
prepare residential back edges for multi-family occupancy
and develop a private open space strategy for the'm.
Finally, it attempts to catalog the number of house
types necessary to achieve these goals and compare them
to the houses used in the nineteenth century.
The first three Jfoci reflect a "dwindling of the
domestic program".Without becoming involved in interior
desigd , they reflect a desire to explore urban
housing strategies suited not only to the single family
home rich, but also to the average urban apartment dwell-
er. This "dwindling"of program is reflected in shrunken
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private open spaces and a concomitant increase in empha-
sis on common open space. It is interpreted to demand
a> more defensive attitude towards the outside world.
Thus transitions are emphasized, Common spaces planned
and back edges adjusted.
The fourth focus- on housing types is spawned by a
desire to know if standard 19th century row houses are
capable of meeting changed site demands. The houses
cataloged were not checked for interior suitability for
multi-family living. The focus was exterior. The
repertoire of house spawned by this reformulation was
compared to a.repertoire considered standard in the 19th
century.
AN OUTLINE OF STRATEGIES 82
The reformulation proposed atte.mpts to begin a pro-
cess of adaptation wherein the character of the 19th
century prototype is preserved after an adaptation to
a set of 20th century needs. Since it is not tied to
a real program the reformulation presented does not pre-
tend to be a 'real' solution, but instead a diagram of
possible strategies that might be reshaped by the disci-
pline of a real program.
The proposed site plan is first presented in its
entirety and then disassembled into component parts for
focus. First public areas are described, then portals,
general transition strategies, the center street,the
backend, the yard, the back edge and finally housing
types. These eight sub topics are the foci of the refor-
mulation.
I I
SITE PLAN
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MAIN THRU STREET
Public streets are currently divided into 175 to
200 feet long block units. An analysis of backyard
spaces suggests that a 200 foot length is preferable
since it allows a 100 ft. wide backyard space. This
width is ample to maintain a well proportioned back open
space for residential blocks not over 575 ft. deep (a
400 ft. deep block with a 125 ft. portal). A proportion
of 4 to 1 seems desireable between central block depth
and yard width. Such a proportion preserves the linear
quality of the block, but is sufficiently wide to erode
a sense of the backyard as corridor.
In section, buildings on public streets should be
flexible enough to permit commercial/public uses on
one, two or no floors and residential occupancy on from
2 to 5 fl6ors. This flexibility is fundamentally a
problem of access privacy. The standard stoop up/under
stair entry system serves well when the bottom floor is
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public and all upper floors are residential. When pub-
lic uses however encroach on the second floor as they
do in the following drawing a dual entry system is pro-
vided on this upper level. While sharing a stoop resi-
dents and businesses have separate doors.
This current entry system is inadequate. Public
and residential uses at least require separate landings
in front of their doors. In areas where commercial ac-
tivity is strong and back end open spaces are well devel-
oped primary residential entrances should be off the,
parallel rear alley.
A further zoning is characteristic of public edges
in section. When public uses do inhabit two fl6ors of a
building, commercial functions usually remain on the
ground while professional services move one flight up.
.This differentiation in public usages should probably be
articulated in the design of commercial add-ons for such
a street.
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Architectural elements are used as signs in these
contexts. Store fronts and depressed forecourts send
out a different set of signals than do bay windows and
door canopies. The regularity of fenestration in the
upper residential regions contrasts with the more hap-
hazard addition of commercial .elements along the ground.
The scale and proportion of the public zone is
important not only because of its effect on back yard
spaces or the spacing of traffic intersections. This
public zone should be of sufficient scale to accomodate
large institutional users who will require large scale
public buildings. South End experience suggests that
a scale of 25,000 s.f. with a depth from the main street
of at least 100' is sufficient for most institutional
purposes. The 125 foot by 200 foot space proposed meets
both of these criteria. A church or other institution
may occupy all'of this space up to the alley without
destroying the back end open space.
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PUBLIC ZONE 1"= 40'
A summary plan of a stan-
dard public region suggest a
strong articulation of the
corner paved, depressed fore-
court open spaces attached to
ground level business.
This articulation should
extend to characteristic com-
mercial signs and additions.
Accomodation should be made
for large stores on ground
level by elimination of bear-
ing walls in favor of columns.
Pairing of stairs provides an
opportunity for large paired
forecourts. These larger
commercial elements may be
placed anywhere along the
public block.
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Trees should be kept low on
wide sidewalks or eliminated
altogether to increase the
visibility of commercial
signs. If this is d.one the
signs themselves should be
used as screens between the
building edge and the street.
In that way residential win-
dows will continue to be
protected from the street
even after trees have been -
removed to a central median.
The street corner or
block portal is a critical
place in this residential
model. It is a place of
heightened awareness where
decisions are made.
It is also a place of
dual function. It is par-
tially a private zone serving
the community that lives
along its edges, but it is
also a public zone open for
use not only by those whose
homes adjoin it. To some it
is a chance to maintain inti-
macy while making contact
with the _"outside, for local
teenagers to checkout the
92
street without abandoning
their turf. For others it is
a place to pause in the flow,
find bearings or seek refuge..
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The portal is thus in
part a place of signs and in
part a place of enclosure.
It presents signs for direc-
tion through it. These are
often complemented by exter-
nally oriented billboards.
A place of heightened aware-
ness is a place to adver-
tise. It also however is a
contained space. Singularly
blank walls contrast with
the regular fenestration
common to other walls.
The proposed plan ar-
ticulates both the front
and the back of the portal.
A level change or an over-
hang define the front; fences
and protruding building walls
define the back. To the
peeker out, the insider, an
exterior boundary is impor--
tant; he needs a sensible
border to assure him pro-
tection from the outside
dynamic. To the outsider who
ducks in a back edge is
needed to advise him when
he is leaving the public
zone and might b-e viewed as
an intruder.
When a system of alleys is included the portal
should be further articulated to screen the alley ent-
rance and thus the back end of the house yards from
public view. If this screening is accomplished a block
oriented open space may be reserved in the back end.
This isolation of the alley entrance requires either a
system of visual barriers, an increase in portal depth
or some combination of both.
The reinterpreted plan proposes a portal that is
125 feet deep from front building line to alley entrance.
This depth is accomplished by adding a free-standing
pair of row houses or one free-standing apartment block,
similar to those employed in deep portals along Columbus
Avenue. The entries of these units are protected by
the above mentioned screens at the back of the main por-
tal space. A supplementary screen is also added in the
wider of the two alley entrances.
The addition of a second set of free-standing blocks
at the back of the portal makes entry a three step pro-
0---
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cess; the corner is turned, one gap in buildings signals
an exit from the public street, a second gap announces
entry to the alleys and central block. The first gap
does not offer perpendicular passage but does offer the
opportunity to create a tightly walled unique open space
for residents on the upper floors of the corner build-
ing. An examination of the back end will develop the
nature of this space and its ground level forecourt
in more detail.
The portal, however is primarily a zone of transi-
tion where pedestrians and autos are forced to pass
through sets of locks as they move from public to more
private spaces or vice versa. Along the way 'signs offer
directions and impose barriers. The deepenedportal and
gates created by changes in path width offer opportuni-
ties for decision. Entry is a system of penetration,
analysis, decision and either progression or turning
back.-' Even though this process is seldom acted out, a
good transition space will .recall it to us. Even the
99
most automatic entrances recall the possibility of such
a process.
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Currently, alley entries
are controlled by their nar-
rowness, plantings along the
residential edge which ad-
joins them, and overhanging
bay windows.' The jIack of a
generous welcome serves to
discourage intruders.
Fences on the inside edge
announce strong personal
claim. Backends are not
developed.as common spaces.
There is little invitation
to the outsider.
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If, however, backends are
developed as the example of
W. Newton Street, a different
system of entry control is
necessary. In the proposed
example the opening out of
tne entry space invites those
who have penetrated far
enough into the portal to
see it to continue into the
back end interior. Counter-
ing this invitation, however,
are series of warnings. A
wall marks the end of a park-
ing turn out. An adjoining
building swells, a pavillion
intrudes. The space character
softens and becomes green.
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Entry is not without restric-
tions. The unencumbered
stree is the primary route.
rL
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If one alley entry is made
less inviting it requires few-
er warning signs. An entry
channel with only two four-
story forty foot long blank
walls as invitation makes
the stranger take pause. The
absolute blankness of the
walls, however should be
broken at one or two points to
provide windows for surveil-
lance. Blind spaces are un-
inviting but also dangerous.
M___
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Similar checkpoints occur
at the numerous places in
the proposed plan. And thus.
a general strategy has been
evolved for their treatment.
A narrowing of path, and in-
termediate court with a
change'in surface texture, a
series of screens facing the
viewer and a differentiation
of space 'character on each
side of the checkpoint are
elements in a gateway vocab-
ulary. In particular circum-
stances some elements may be
emphasized and other repres-
sed. Sometimes actual gates
may be added. But always a
105
consistent set of signs and
decision spaces should be'.
present.
CENTRAL BLOCK
The central block in contrast is a space of arrival.
While bisected by circulation it should be a static space:
a place to come home to and wander within. The central
medians at Union Park, Rutland Square and Concord Square
in the South End suggest that a widening at central block
can establish a static character.
Within the portals -the block opens out in welcome
in the reinterpreted plan. A unique corner house at the
alley entrance helps strangers and residents alike to
recognize their destination. From within, the narrowing
at block ends acts as a container. Warnings of- depar-
ture are transmitted to insiders until the ,alley is
passed, an intermediate zone ,of steady width is traversed
and the portal opens into the public domain.
The reinterpreted plan exchanges the central median
for an assymetrical arrangement. A green strip. public
space, is attached to one sidewalk. This strategy saves
spaces by eliminating one thru lane. It is made possible
106
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in part by- the 20T skewing of blocks which blocks sight-
lines and contributes to a sense of enclosure. With the
skewing this off-center space reads as central from the
outside. This space is also more useful on the inside
because it is less isolated: rather than being surrounded
by a sea of cars and fenced for protection from them it
is attached to an already active- sidewalk.
There is some danger that removal of the open space
median to one side of the street will create uneven
resident claims. Parking or private edge space should
be differentiated on the far -side of the block to compen-
sate the residents. Parking might be arranged diagonally
on one side of the street with the open space on the other.
The center street should retain its rhetorical role.
A well organized decorative edge should join the common
open space as an expression of civic organization. Fen-
estration, doorways and decorative plantings should be
marshalled into an expression of civic ideals. The org-
anization of this space offers an opportunity for designer
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and resident expression of relations between indiv~duals
and communities. The center street is a space sufficient-
ly private to be controlled and sufficiently public to
be noticed. It is well suited to exposition. The
strong physical articulation of the block as a unique-
cellshould be helpful in creating the necessary feelings
of social identity.
The existing pattern of
two way traffic parallel park-
ing and a central median has
three drawbacks. Firstly,
two way circulation is unneces-
sary. Local traffic may easily
be '.restricted to one way.
Secondly, the narrow median is
isolated in the most auto-
oriented part of the street.
Finally, there is no provi-
sion for thru traffic to bypass
a double parked car.
The one way street with
open space on the side solves
this last problem by maintain-
ing a thirty-six foot roadway.
This width allows for parallel
parking on both sides of the
street as well as.an 18 foot
thru surface. .There is ample
room to swerve around stopped
cars. Thus within a 50 foot
right sof way this system pro-
vides more suitable circula-
tion system.
In addition, the sidewalk
related median may annex side-
walk space to create an effec-
tive width greater than the 14
feet left over from dirculation.
However, this new solution must
also rely on a street crossing
system. Bold crosswalks should
be provided to maintain cross-
street access as well as to
claim street space for play.
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If such a system is created
parking may be turned perpendi-
cular and restricted to one
side of the street. Cross
street traffic would thus be
balanced with some residents
crossing to get to their cars
and others to get to the common
green space. Grass and pave-
ment areas may be alternated,
fountains, benches and other
street furniture added to cre-
ate distinct segments along a
strip.
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Like the central block the back end offers an oppor-
tunity for block shared open space. Unlike the central
block it is completely divorced from public through cir-
culation. It is a node along the block's service oriented
circulation system and connects to other blocks by means
of this secondary set of routes.
The proposed plan consists of four major areas: a
children's playground and park space, a less active
grassy knoll, a parking lot which can double as a hard
surface games area and a back edge which serves the res-
idences above public facing stores.- These areas are
divided by alleys and sidewalks. Passage through or by
these spaces define the stages in a transition between
privacy zones.
The key to this space's functioning is its ability
to maintain a sense of enclosure, an insularity. The
U-shaped buildings, tight entry valves, play areas and
level changes from the major backyard area all help to
BACKEND
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create that sense of separation. The adjacency of- a
unique house as well as variations in the general form
c an be used to differentiate similar spaces on other
blocks.
Careful control of vehicular movement is essential
to the success of the functional overlap proposed; such
an overlap of functions is critical to the success of
such a small, but active open space in a dense residen-
tial environment.
The play area is divided
into a hard area with pavil-
ion and a soft area for play
devices. Curving walls
are provided to echo the
forms of the adjoining,
unique house and transfer its
character onto the open
space. The walls contain
running children and provide
sitting spaces for supervis-
ing adults. The older child-
ren who may be play'ing in
the parking lot may also
share- this resting space.
The pavilion performs a sim-
ilar function. In addition
to its gate function it is a
resting place for supervisors
and users of adjoining spaces.
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The steep grassy berm across
the bisecting alley is also a
place of retreat. A place for
tired basketball players to
lounge in the sun. Its height
and corner trees screen the
backyards of adjoining houses
from the most disruptive back
end activities.
all
The parking lot is most
importantly a place for 
res-
idents of adjoining houses
to park. However, it may
also serve as an overflow
space for the playground.
It is best suited for older
children of street hockey
age who are also car-wise.
Gates, bells, gravel or cob-
bles should be installed at
alley entrances to slow downA
cars and give acoustic not;
to players. The grasyarea
between sidewalk and house
edges may be maintained as a
transition space or .pav'd
for more play area.
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CENTRAL YARD
Beyond its end the backyard may take on several
characters and require several gates between different
areas. -The following plan projects three different types
of- spaces and two types of gates.
The yard may echo its back end and begin with a
paved double purpose parking lot/gamespace. After an
auto gate is passed it may be transformed into a more
linear 'street' space, A central lane provides passage
and sidelanes provide parking and 4,chance to swerve
around cars stopped in the center lane, This area may
provide a green common open space on one side while max-
imizingprivate backyard space on the other, or a more
symmetrical solution may be adopted.
Small 'raved forecourts may be opened up along the''
sidewalks which parallel the vehicular alley, if the
house edges are appropriate. The court shown in the
following plan provides a semi-public rear entrance to
two row houses as well as a transition space for pedes-
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trians between the paved and green areas of the bachyard.
The yard thus provides opportunities for paved open
space, green common space and green private spaces..
Gateways may be necessary for cars and pedestrians.
123
The paved area shown here
provides parking for 18 cars
and is separated from the back
end space by a 5 foot level
change. It is bordered on the
top by a sidewalk that is dir-
ectly adjacent to backyard
fendes. While probably ade-
quate this side contrasts with:
the bottom where a grassy med-
ian separates the sidewalk
from parking and another med-
ian provides a'fringe of
trees between the sidewalk
and private backyards. The
tradeoff is between parking/
paved-play spaces and strong
transitions.
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A similar trade off is eVi-,
dent in the block interior., A
common space buffer may be pro-
vided between the alley and
private backyards, on the other
hand a strong system of fences
may be substituted and private
space maximized by accepting a
direct adjacency with the alley,
This maximization of private
space is the most common solu-
tion adopted in existing South
End blocks. Common space im-
plies some commonly agreed
upon system of maintenance.
Agreement on such a system is
not always easy.
BACK EDGE
125
Fundamental to the formation of adjoining backyard
spaces are the characteristics of the rear house edge.
The extent and treatment of private open spaces are cru-
cial variables. The relation of parking to the house
'is important. The system used to provide access from
house interiors and fire escape from upper floors is
also formative.
The standard system of interior rear stairs, maxi-
mum enclosed private space and parking within a private
enclosure is best suited to single family situations.
In this case, decks may be provided as supplemental
private open spaces, but are never a family's sole pri-
vate open space.
When more than one -family shares a particular row
house decks become essential to the provision of adequate
private outdoor space. Parking becomes more difficult
to enclose. Decks 'and private ground spaces may either
be stackedone above another or. staggered.
126
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In some cases it may be possible to save money by
allowing two row house units to share a near stair.
Many configurations are possible with stairs inside the
buildingline, directly outside of it or.as tack ons
to exterior decks.
When more than- two rowhouses share one rear stair
a need for corridors arises. It is at this point that
the rowhouse merges with a single loaded corridor apart-
ment building. Treatment of such cases is outside the
scope of this paper.
Even before this critical point is reached however,
there is a danger that adaptation to multi-family needs
may ruin the character of the backyard. Common spaces
should be clustered together, adjacent to the backend
whenever possible., In this manner an intensely private
core may be maintained in the central block. It is their
isolation which allows back edges in the current South
End to be developed informally with little concern for
public image and great faith in the protection granted
128
by fences. If this isolation is eroded the block will
also lose its greatest private open space resource.
mnlti-
family
individual
stairs
multi-
family
shared
stairs
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Single family houses with
large private open spaces may
be planned with or without
exterior common space. Decks
may be added at will with
little concern for coordina-
tion between neighbors. Park-
ing spaces along the alley
may be uniquely claimed by
adjoining houses or informally
shared. Even fencing may be
left to resident whim. The
system of rear entrance and
exit have no formative role
to play in this case since it
is usually hidden.
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Multi-family houses demand
more coordination of neighborly
decisions, especially if rear
stairs are shared. Deck to
stair connections, systems of
overlook, systems of access
must be worked out between var-
ious residents. Such density
probably also creates more of
a need for block-oriented com-
mon open spaces. Reduced pri-
vate open spaces will probably
assure higher levels of common
space use.
~izm
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The houses which border the
back end and touch the public
street with their other sides
have particular open space
problems. Their yards may be
annexed for commercial use and
they may be forced to rely ex-
clusively on raised decks for
private outdoor spaces. If
commercial use is particularly
strong on the public street,
these back edges may become
main entrances for residences.
In that case, the stoops,
grassed areas and pavedfore-
courts will become important
semi-public 'street' spaces.
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In situations where the
back edge may serve as a main
entrance even- more coordint-
tion of resident decisions
is necessary. In the previe
ous example only agreement
between immediate neighbors
was necessary. Planning
could be done in two house
blocks. When this edge
must put on a more public
face, analogies with the
treatment of the street edge
are suggested. Some obvious
perhaps repetitious system
of formal order seems appro-
priate for this more public
edge.
THE HOUSES
The various permutations of the 19th century row-
house were summed up by Russell Sturgis, a New York arch-
itect in an article dated 1893. Sturgis compiled the
examples from the cities of the East and South construct-
ed in various years between 1815 and 1893. Despite var-
iations in size and layout created by the differing cli-
mates, lifestyles and urban land pressures noted by Stur-
gis, the houses seem to fall into two broad categories.
The regular house and the uniquely designed corner house.
I propose to build upon this typology by adding to his
two categories several sub-categories.
Sturgis' regular house had a front step add-on or
indentation of about 10', a main body of from 50'to 65',
and a partial width rear add-on of from 20' to 40'. All
houses had front and back stairs and ample entry halls.
All houses were close to 25 feet wide (inspite of vari-
ations in width from 14 to 50 feet, 25 feet seems to be
a well agreed upon norm. It stems from the 24 foot wide
135
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parcel df'visions used' by the Duke of Bedford when he
subdivided Bloomsbury). Sturgis' corner houses have
unique floor plans, unique side entrances and a unique
system of fenestration on the exposed sidewall.
,1
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The regular house I propose
is 25 feet wide and from 40 to
60 feet in depth for its main
portion. It has from 10 to 50
feet provided for extension or
a private backyard. Its en-
trance add-on is about 10 feet
deep. It is conceived as a
single family home, although,
it is adaptable to a point for
multi-family living. Its
front elevation is controlled
by the demands of a regular
street facade. Its rear eleva-
tion is haphazard.
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A sub-category of the
regular house is one conceived
for multi-family living. Its
dimensions and street treat-
ment are similar to those of
the single family model but
its back edge is organized
for multi-family occupation.
The back edge is still hap-
hazard when compared to the
street edge, but the demands
for resident coordination of
actions are now reflected in
its more regularized form.
The houses which touch
one side to the commercial
street present a reversal of
orderings. Their street
sides are haphazard reflect-
ing the vagaries of commer4
cial activity. Their back
edges are ordered reflecting
the relatively public nature
of the backend. Both the
vocabulary of the street
side and the back edge are
unique. The first reflects
the heightened need for
signage and display. The
second reflects a joining
of entry and private open
space functions.
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The.pair of houses pro-
posed for the rear of the
portal are technically corn-
er houses; they both have
one free sidewall. However,
the density with which they
are packed between their
neighbors precludes exten-
sive 'sidewall fenestration.
They are shown here with an
organized multi-family back
ed-ge and a paited set of
front steps. This sense of
being twins or in fact a
double house is their main
distinguishing feature.
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The first true sub-category
of corner houses which I pro-
pose includes the houses ad-
joining the block entry portal.
These houses have special side-
wall fenestration and ground
floor treatments. They have
private open spaces constrained
by walls on two sides. They
have unique front forecourts,
overhangs or facade shapes.
They are prepared to act as
exterior oriented identifying
signs for a particular block.
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The skewing of blocks sug-
gests the -possibility of ano-
ther unique identifying house C
where alleys and residential
streets meet. This house can
act as a secondary block iden-
tifier. It may distinguish
itself by shape, entrance,
materials, open space strategy
or all of these attributes. It
will lend uniqueness to the
back end as well as the street.
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All oppoutunities for
uniqueness. need not be capi-
talized upon. To us6',a
Robert Venturi phrase, "Some-
times the ordinary is extra-
ordinary." Or, sometimes
just plain ordinariness is
desireable. Corner houses
.may be made to hide .their
peculiarities and like this
one blend into the neigh-
boThood fabric. These
houses form a final sub-set
.of corner houses.
L u------------
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With the exception of the unique corner houses,
major house ,dimensions and configurations may remain
unchanged. Variations from 19th century examples occur
in residential back edges and commercial front edges.
These may be accomodated by a series of simple store
fronts, deck or enclosure add-ons. The system of main
house with additions and that of regular and corner
houses remains intact.
The "reinterpretat-ion" has attempted to point out
areas where change might be called for by modern condi-
tions or where 19th century precedents may continue to
be useful. It has been pointed towards a replication
in kind of the South End model. It has assumed that
residential densities-and commercial patterns similar
to those common in the late 19th century can be contin-
ued or revived today. This is not always the case.
The final section uses the criticism of three modern
buildings (two apartment houses and a branch library) to
illuminate issues raised by the introduction of new forms
into the old fabric.
CRITICISM
ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS
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LESS THAN IDEAL CONTEXT
149
Work in the preceding section assumed a fully con-
trolled ideal context. The public zone was well propor-
tioned, large enough for institutional uses and a back
end and deep enough for a strong pottal. There was suf-
ficient commercial activity to occupy one or two floors
of the public edge. Density was limited and parking
could be accomodated on $he street, in the alleys or by
small lots in the back end.
These conditions do not hold in the examples examined
in this section. The public zone is only 100 feet deep.
Commercial potential is minimal, residential densities
are greater than can be accomodated by rowhouses and
parking calls for some type of central lot.
With this context in mind, criticisms will be made
of the existing branch library and the two apartment
buildings. Alternative designs will be proposed which
attempt to transfer the characteristics of the previous
section:( ideal prototype into this less than ideal context.
SOUTH END BRANCH LIBRARY
150
At first glance the Mitchel/Giurgola design for this
Tremont Street block is appealing. The library building
which sits on the W. Newton Street half of the site
creates a well structured' portal. Its stepped section,
large gillboard like windows and blank brick walls
reproduce well the commercial portal opposite. Its lower
walls create a neutral approachable barrier whose blank-
ness signs transition. Its upper window like a billboard
announces community activity. This sensitivity to exist-
ing forms is also expressed on the park's public edge.
A system of brick piers:, overhead trellis and interior
facing benches imitate the form and rhythm of commercial
forecourts. They are places to duck in off the street.
They are neutral spaces which form the first step in an
entry process.
Inspite of this strong public edge, however, the park
section of the site is ill-conceived. Its emptiness
erodes a strong sense of public private division. With-
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out a substitute for the building mass which divides the
yard from. the public street, the system of privacy zon-
ing breaks down. Worse yet, paths are purposelyAlaid
outawhich link spaces of strongly differing privacy
character. A path runs from the street, past the library's
main entrance and into the back alley. The Rutland
Square edge- connects public and block spaces without-a
po rtal like transition; the public edge is allowed to
continue without.differentiation to block alley connec-
tion. An unplanned diagonal path reinforces that con-
nection as it extends from the library entrance to the
alley block link. Edges are not differentiated and paths
laid out in a manner that reinforces privacy distinctions.
Consequently, claim on the open space is ambiguous.
Does it belong to the library? The general public? or
the neighbors on Rutland Square and West Newton Street?
The Mitchel/Giurgola design does a good job of re-
producing individual elements of the existing neighbor-
hood's character, but fails to establish a system of
154
privacy controls that preserves the neighborhood's
broader privacy structure, Even though it is adorned with
recognizable brick forms the development is a neighbor-
hood anomaly. It not only is itself atypical'of the
rest of the neighborhood, but does violence to the pri-
vacy character of adjoining blocks and yards. Blocks
are more open to public view. Backyard spaces are easily
observed by strangers.
PARK REDESIGNED
155
The alternative I propose leaves the building as is
and concentrates on a redesign of the park space. In
contrast to the Giurgola plan it tries to prevent the
uncontrolled merging of privacy zones. Its three edges
are strongly differentiated. The public edge retains the
pier trellis, and bench system. The portal edge is blank
with signs and sign-like windows. The back edge attempts
to reproduce a serpentine garden wall. Paths which cir-
cumvent the portal dominated transition system are blocked.
A walled private outdoor space 'blocks a connection be-
tween the alley and the library entrance. The diagonal
is reduced to an insider's route. It is obscured by
plantings, walls and playground activities. It exists
only as a short cut convenience for block insiders.
The site is divided into four distinct open space
zones. The unit paved trellised strip along the commer-
cial street is a public open space. A place for watching,
waiting and resting. It is open to all along the street.
___________________________________________________________________ LIIIEIIII
LIBRARY ALTERNATI1VE
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In contrast, the walled library backyard is private
space open only to library users and staff. It is reach-
able from inside or by a locked gate off the service
alley. It is for reading, lounging or for library par-
ties. The play area and adjacent lawn were conceived
as interior public spaces. Such spaces were not analysed
in preceding sections. It is a space open to the public,
reachable by short cut for those in the know, but always
separated from the street by an entry forecourt. The
staff and neighborhood parking along the alley is the
fourth space. Like the backends from the previous sec-
tion it is the province of those who live or work around
it.
CONCORD HOUSES 158
The two apartment buildings which border Concord
Square were designed as a unit by Samuel Glaser and
partners in 1974-1975. They will be criticised together
here.
Both buildings attempt to combine ground level en-
try rowhouses with highrise double loaded corridor
apartments and fail at it. The blank entry previously
noted is sympomatic of their problem. The building width
demands of the highrise (not less than 40 feet).demanids-
for patking and a twenty foot- rsar service easement pre-
clude the development of both proper yard spaces and en-
trances for rowhouses and some type of common outdoor
space private to highrise residents. The existing build-
ings do not meet either or these needs.
Parking is another problem. In total both buildings
demand 68 parking spaces or 34 each. In the current
plan 13 spaces are provided behind each building and 42
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in a lot boarding the Concord place alley. The connec-
tion of this remote parking to the alley system signifi-
cantly increases public use of alley spaces and erodes
the privacy of service zones. Backyard fences open.onto
a public street.
Common open 'space is provided by a green strip and
playground which border Worcester Street and the parking
lot. It is unclear who this space belongs to. Its con--
nection to the parking lots suggests it is held in common
by residents of the two apartment buildings. However,
rowhouse residents whose backyards or sidewalls abut it
or who face it from across the street would seem to have
preferential claim to those apartment residents whose
building touches Rutland Square. This issue is not re-
solved in either the original plan or the revision of
November 1975. In fact the final plan which places the
play space in mid-block at the rear of the parking lot
aggravates the problem.
161
Inspite of their simulated swell fronts and more sig-
nificantly the successful way in which the buildings
enclose Concord Square, the Concord Houses contribute to
the erosion of the neighborhood's privacy structure by
failing to reinforce a zoning of resident claims.
REVISED APARTMENTS
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My proposed plan attempts to remedy the parking/
common space problem by keeping remote parking in the
public realm and all developed open space in service
zones adjacent to the buildings which utilize them. When
space constraints preclude common outdoor space as they
do in the Rutland Square building common indoor space
is substituted.
The combined townhouse/highrise plan is abandoned
as unworkable. Instead three highrises are proposed.
All have entrances off public zones.
The third highrise placed near midblock on Worcester
Street acts as a midblock portal.- It'divides the cur-
rently undeveloped part of the block which faces the
large parking lot from the existing rowhouse. What re-
sults are two half blocks one more public than the other.
The public half when developed may be highrises or more
public rowhouses.- The rear half may maintain. its standard
block character.Though the standard cell is divided, rem-
163
nants of a block cell structure remain.
Incorporated in the mid-block portal is a parking
lot and alley entrance. This lot is for the exclusive
use of the adjoining highrise. It reduces that build-
ing's demand on the remote lot. Similar lots are pro-
vided adjacent to other buildings. The parking system
provides limited exclusive parking and remote overflow
reachable through the public zone.
I
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SECTION AA
166
SECrnN 68
SECTION CC
SECTION DD
THE STREET 168
The design of the street frontage in the public zone
is a difficult problem. In the absence of sufficient
commerbial activity to justify reproduction of a contin-
uous row of stores I have opted for a series of active
areas with forecourts strung together by an articulated
edge. The model is a standard block with strong activity
foci at the portals. I have emphasized the portals and
de-emphasized the central connection. First the park
with store across the street connects by means of a wall
screening building services to the first apartment en-
trance. A similar wall connects the next store to the
second highrise entrance. A portal-like blank wall turns
the corner at Worcester Street, turns into hedges which
screen the parking lot and finally connects to..the mid-
block portal. The hedge substitutes for the Giurgola
like trellis screen along Worcester Street in recognition
of its peculiar character as a public zone which connects
two portals along a side street. The hedge is a less
169
abrupt method of control. It allows more visual access,
while maintaining separation.
GENERALIZATIONS 170
The sections on analysis and reinterpretation began
a process which attempted to define privacy realms and
relate to them architectural characteristics. My goal
in this section has been to use the insights generated
in those sections to criticise and reshape real designs.
Where characters seemed irreproducible (i.e. rowhouses
along Tremont Street with sufficient entries and back-
yards) they were abandoned. However, I have attempted
always to maintain the general privacy zoning of the
neighborhood and relate methods of architectural detail-
ing to those zones. The three edges at the library park
reflect their different zoning functions. The- service
area private open space on Concord Place is more loosely
structured than the public open space adjacent to the
library.
The designs' in this section are exercises which
test the usefulness of the ideas developed in the previous
sections. They are also a means of self-testing: a way
171
to examine how well I have internalized the lessons of
the previous sections and employed them in design.
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SUMMARY
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A method has been developed for the reinterpretation
of a tradition. A tradition was chosen to emulate
then , an analysis done, a reinterpretation made and
applied to some contemporary problems. At least for
rowhouse lovers the South End has been shown to be
worthy of consideration as an urban housing model.
However, even a rowhouse enthusiast would be forced
to admit that a formal analysis such as this one is not
sufficient to establish a form's worthiness for rep6ti-
tion. One conclusion of this paper will not be that
neighborhoods like the South End are a solution to modern
urban housing problems. This paper was inspired by a
New Yorker's fascination with "brownstone" neighborhoods.
It was redirected to the South End by virtue of its prox-
imity to MIT. It is no longer about Brownstones but
about the particular character of Boston's South End.
However, is still retains its original and very personal
focus. It is still at root a personal search for the
175
source of my fascination with nineteenth century row
house neighborhoods.
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In one sense these houses and their sites are appeal-
ing because they are traditional. They are venacular
forms worked out in a long process of emulation,analysis
and reinterpretation. The preface of this paper presents
an argument in favor of this way of working. Yet this
reason does not seem to be at the root of my fascination.
In another sense these houses are appealing because
they continue to be inhabited and adapted 250 years after
their conception in Georgian England. Their resilence
and adaptability are certainly appealing characteristics,
but this too does not seem to touch the root of their
appeal.
COMMONPLACES
Bunting, Baynbridge, Houses
of BotnsBack Bay,
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These conclusions are commonplaces. What became most
interesting as work progressed were several characteris-
tics peculiar to the South End. Unlike Back Bay or Bea-
con Hill or 'parts, of Baltimore or Greenwich Villages
few of its houses have been touted as landmarks. In
fact, Bainbridge Bunting in his book on the Back Bay
panned -the neighborhood. He wrote:
"About this new South End there is a droning
plasticity...although ornate the decoration
belongs to no historical style, and it has a
heavy plastic quality that dominates the bridk
wall surface.
Inspite of its lack of landmark appeal the South End
still continued to hold my attention. In many ways it
became more appealing than BAck Bay or Beacon Hill.
PRIVACY ANALYSIS
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It was in the privacy analysis that these less ob-
vious and more interesting conclusions began to emerge.
The sites are shown to be organized on a simple formal
skeleton and divided into three strongly articulated
privacy zones. Strong transitions are provided between
these areas. This clear organization of South End sites
suggests that the appeal of row house neighborhoods may
be their simple formal structure and their bold expres-
sion of differences in site zones. Neighborhoods like
the South End create a sense of calmamid urban turmoil
by their simple and clearly expressed structure.
PITFALLS
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While it is impossible to generalize from such a
specific study to other rowhouse neighborhoods I have
known in passing, this perception does suggest that they
deserve a second look from this different vantage point.
From this point of view the decorative vocabulary of row-
house facades appears put in a new light. It is not the
quaint federalist shutters, the Italianate windows, the
boot scrapers or the swell fronts that are important in
themselves, but the sense of organization which they
combine to reinforce.
Too often studies of these neighborhoods focus on
their landmark qualities; they date additions and lament
insensitive renovations. When taken out of context such
academic concerns may distort perceptions. Admirers
begin to believe that the strengths of these houses as
urban structures stem from the pineapple iron work, par--
ticular decorative scrolls or stoop arrangements that
Buning on, .. 9o pe66*
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are tools for dating. Bunting laments the lack of an
historical style. le notes "a cellular quAlity about
this plan", but ignores its potentials.
Brownstone revivalists it seems are better advised
to study how the ornamental vocabulary of the nineteenth
century.eclectics was used to reinforce the basic form
of their buildings than to learn to date and copy its
elements. The lessons which the South End teaches con-
cern, the proper ornamentation and articulation of its
strongly defined site plan. It teaches how some transi-
tion spaces can be organized around signs and others
around series of outdoor rooms. It teaches how some
edges may be tightly organized to present a public facade
and express a rhetorical idea and others left to find
the looser organization of personal demands. It presents
a series of attitudes towards circulation from controlled
and channelized to informal and interrupted and links
these different paths to edges of differing organiza-
tidti and ornamentation.
A LOOK BACK
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Many similar lessons are imbedded in the preceding
sections of this paper which deal with analysis, reinter-
pretation and criticism. It would be impossible to re-
enumerate them here. Instead, a statement from the pre-
face might be recalled. "One copies to learn the ranges
of issues that must be addressed and the development
their solution demands. The nature of a specific vocab-
ulary is less important than the role it plays in a total
composition." One copies not to learn how to make Ital-
ianate windowd, door canopies, or boot scrapers, but
rather how to marshal analogous elements into a coherent
functional, social and formal expression. It is here
that further study of the South End is justified.
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The appeal of the South End to me stems from its
clear organization of block cells. The way in which
decoration, detailing and articulation are used to enliven
and reinforce this simple schematic are the neighborhood's
primary lessons.
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